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The Champions System liabilities are individual bonuses that can be obtained by spending champion points in various Champions System Constellations. Champion points are earned with normal XP after reaching level 50 - so do things like quests, wrestling, crafting, studying, reading books and so on. You will earn champion points very quickly at first, but
as you collect more and more CP it will take more and more XP to earn champion points. Constellation and Star Champion points are found in three Constellations - Warrior, Thief and Mage. You will earn CP in each Constellation separately, so that your points in each Constellation will be evenly distributed. Each Constellation has three Star Signs, each
containing 4 swollen liabilities and 4 one-off bonus passives. Continuing liabilities are small bonuses that build with more CP invested in them. The points that you spend in them will have a decrease in profits and every moment you spend will have less and less impact. A one-time passive bonus automatically applies to your character after you have spent
enough champion points in this Star Sign. The first one-time passive earned after you spend 10 champion points in any one star mark, the next when 30 points are spent, the next when 75 points are spent and finally when you spend 120 points in one star sign you will unlock the final one-off passive bonus. Take a look at the Champions System Guide for a
further look at the Champions System. The Champion Passive Champion Point System has been implemented in Elder Scrolls Online quite a while ago. Champion Points increase your offensive and defensive stats like crazy if set up correctly. When we compare a zero champion points character against a character who has the maximum champion points
available, then your character will be twice as strong because you will get so many benefits from this system. The first 400 champion points are easy to get, so it shouldn't take too long to get to a decent amount. Some of the CP benefits scale up to 35%, some up to 25%, and some up to 15%. If you are new to the game, I can strongly recommend reading the
Champion Point Beginner Guide.Jump PointsChampion Points are very up front loaded, which means that the first few points you put in Champion Point Perk will give you a way more benefits, then the latest, also called profit reduction! For example, when you look at 25% CP Perk, you see points 81 and 100. So if you place a point somewhere between these
two numbers allowing you to say 90 points, then it will give you zero benefits. So you have to make sure to accurately highlight your champion points according to these jump points! Which Points Perks champions have horse racing points? Most Champions Point Perks from these Jump Points. However, not all Champion Point Perks suffer from Jump Points,
you can find the list list Affected here: CP Benefits not affected by Jump Points:Spell ErosionSpell ShieldPiercingBashing FocusSprinterShadeTumblinglorlordResistantShadow WardCP Benefits that suffer from Jump Points can be found in the list here: Befouled also depends on the champion points Jump points, but can not be found in the list (I will add it as
soon as possible to the 35% list) VideoIf you can recommend a general introduction. The most powerful system in the game? Champion Points explained ESO Related ThemesChampion Points Beginner's GuideNew Player Rookie Guide This guide for Senior Scrolls Online covers how to place CP, which champion points are the best and why they are so
good. Keep in mind that CP installations are extremely personal (I can't stress this enough) and the fact that two different people like can be very different from each other. This video (and writing guide) just covers my personal opinion on some of the different points and in what situations they are worth it! If you haven't already, I recommend checking out the
CP Basics and CP Jump Points guide before you read/watch this guide. Blue CP Apprentice Famous Stars to Unlock: Spell Accuracy (rated 30): Increases your critical spell by 12%. Foresight (rating 75): When you drink potion, the value of your next Magicka ability, used for 7 seconds, decreases by 80%. Arcane Well (Rank 120): When you kill an enemy,
you have a 20% chance of recovering 795 magicka to 3 friendly targets within 2.5 meters of the enemy. Elementary expert: increases flames, frost, shock and magical damage caused by X%. This star is a staple for Magicka DPS and can be used by healers as well as to a lesser extent. I wouldn't recommend going too high in this star, as the maximum value
is 15%, so scaling it isn't the best, but I personally would put at least 43-49 points in it at least (for magicka DPS). Elfborn: Increases the damage and healing of critical strokes with Magicka X abilities. Another great star for magicka DPS and healers, but the tanks will also see amazing use from this star, while also suggesting that their scale heals with
magicka. Personally, I always put a minimum of 23 points in Elfborn, but I put even more as my critical chance goes up. Generally, if my crit is 25%-32%, I'll put between 23-37 points, and as the critically acclaimed chance goes into the 40s and above, I'll put about 56 points in inches of tanks and healers who use magicka-based treats to put even more points
in this as it's one of their main stars CP. Spell of Erosion: Increases your spell penetration X. Staple for Magicka DPS, and I've seen some healing builds to use it, the amount you put in here depends on the type of content you do, and part of your build (for example, if you get major violations). If you are a heavy armor magicka unit in PvP, you want to see a
lot of this to make sure you have good penetration. If you're lightweight armored in nature, you don't need as much since you get penetration from your liabilities (even less if you have a serious infraction). For me, I put 30-50 points here depending on my build. Blessed: Increases your healing done X%. An amazing star for tanks and healers, it makes your
self heals and group heals more - this will be one of your main CP star investments. This star can also be used by Magicka and Stamina DPS in a PvP environment if they have points to spare. I generally don't recommend investing too much here, since star scales are bad (15% star), but if you can donate some damage to healing it may be worth it. In terms
of DPS's PvP, I wouldn't have gone as high as 27 points here personally. Atronach Famous Stars to Unlock: Butcher (Rank 75): Increases your damage done with light and heavy attacks by 5% for enemies below 25% health. Tactics (Rank 120): When you use Roll Dodge to dodge an attack, you set up the enemy Off Balance. Physical Weapons Expert:
Increases your damage caused by light and heavy attacks for two hands, one hand and shield, double wielding and bow weapon X% One of the main stars of the CP used by the tank and a good star for dealers of endurance damage (will become more relevant come Summerset). As a tank, you will invest very heavily in here. For DPS endurance, I'd maybe
frame a couple of points here as a vehicle to achieve Tactics for PvP, but otherwise there are better options. Crushing Strikes: Increases your damage to enemies with X-fire damage. This PvP is only a star really, and in my opinion it is only worth investing in on THE endurance DPS. The reasoning is that getting tactics is very useful because this combo is
very good with the Operator of the Ritual Tree. Shattering Blows acts as a really good secondary investment behind Master-At-Arms to help you reach the 120 points needed. For Magicka damage dealers, there are better options, in my opinion, for damage. Master-At-Arms: Increases the damage done by direct X damage. One of my favorite CP stars in the
game for DPS, this star is great for both endurance and magicka DPS players, and tanks may find some benefit from this star as well. So much damage in this game is considered direct damage, investing in it will give a lot of return on investment, especially since it is 25% star. When deciding how much to put here against Thaumaturge (increase to dot
damage), look at your bar skills to help you decide. If many of your skills are damaging instantly rather than for a long time investing in Master-At-Arms will be useful. If more of your skills deal damage over time, putting fewer points here and more in Thaumaturge will help. You can safely go as high as 72 points in this star though, since scaling is scaling Well
done. HR expert: Increases your damage from light and heavy attacks to destroy and restore Staves to X%. Not quite that great star CP at the moment, you can invest a few points here if you have extras but don't go crazy. This star will become more relevant with changes in light attack from Summerset. Ritual Famous Stars to Unlock: Perfect Strike (top 30):
Increases your weapon critical by 12%. Operator (Rank 75): Increases the damage done to Off Balance enemies by 10%. Last stand (rating 120): When you fall below 20% Health you get great heroism, giving 3 Ultimate every 1.5 seconds for 8 seconds. This effect can occur once every 20 seconds. Thaumaturge: Increases your damage done with damage
over time effects X%. A great star to increase the damage with doT, both physical and magical. If many of your skills are damaging over time, you can afford to put a lot of points here. If you only have a pair (as in PvP), I'd personally focus more on Master-At-Arms and Elementary Experts. For PvE, this star is great because as a damage dealer you want a lot
of doTs in your load skill. The amount desired here really varies from person to person, so I leave it up to each person to decide what is best for them. Accurate Strikes: Increases the damage and healing of critical strokes with Stamina's X abilities. Endurance version of Elfborn, this star is awesome for the endurance of DPS and tanks who heals the scale
primarily with endurance. As a stutter DPS, you're going to want to invest very heavily in this, since it's really a lot of damage is increasing. Most stutter DPS will put at least 37 in this, but more often than not you will see 56 points in this star. Piercing: Increases physical penetration on X. Endurance version of erosion spells, the number of points placed in
here will depend on gears and abilities. As an endurance damage dealer, since you don't get penetration from the average passivity of the armor, you need it from gear, major fractures, and CP. Place the points here based on how much penetration you get from your gear and if you get a major fracture from any sources. Mighty: Increases your physical,
poison, and damage from diseases caused by X%. Endurance version of Elementary Expert, this star is a staple for DPS endurance. I wouldn't recommend going too high in this star, since the maximum value is 15%, so scaling it isn't the best, but I personally would put at least 37-43 points in it at least (for DPS endurance). Red CP Steed Famous Stars to
Unlock: Steady (Rank 75): You take critical damage, you heal for health X. Medium focus armor: increases your physical resistance X while wearing 5 pieces of medium armor. Personally not the biggest fan of this star, I feel like you get superb mitigation from percentage sources such as Ironclad, Fat Leather and Hardy. You can post some points here
though, if you have extra points and you've achieved a reduced profit on Ironclad, Hardy and Thick And Want Some Extra Physical Protection, or if you're not too satisfied with your physical resistance. Remember, however, that resistance is 660 and 1% mitigation. Ironclad: Reduces damage from direct X attacks. Amazing defensive star CP. So much
damage in this game is considered direct damage, investing in it will give a lot of return on investment, especially since it is 25% star. Everyone - DPS, healers and tanks - will see the benefit of putting points here. On all my builds, I put at least 56 points, but that's just me. Shield Spell: Increases X Spell Resistance. The huge portion of the damage you face in
court magic is based on nature, so polishing your resistance spells in addition to getting interest mitigation from other sources is a good way to help make you tankier. Sustainability: Increases critical resistance X. Useless in PvE, but is very useful in PvP. Critical Resistance is an extremely important statistic for PvP to make sure you are not instantly wiped
out by crits. When I personally have PvP, I would have between 2000 and 3000 critical resistance between gear bonuses, features and CP. So my recommendation is to put as many points here as you like for PvP as long as you are within the 2k-3k range. Lady Famous Stars to Unlock: Spell of Absorption (top 10): When you take the flame, frost, shock,
magic, or oblivion damage equal to 30% of your maximum health, you recover 3,465 magicka. This effect can occur every 10 seconds. Bulwark (Rank 30): While you have a shield or Frost staff equipped, your spell and physical resistance increases by 1500. Critical Leech (Rang 75): When you are dealing with direct critical damage, you heal for health X.
This effect can occur every 5 seconds. Light Armor Focus: Increases your physical X resistance while wearing 5 pieces of light armor. Personally not the biggest fan of this star, I feel like you get superb mitigation from a percentage of sources such as Ironclad, Fat And Hardy. You can post some points here though, if you have extra points and you've
achieved a reduced profit on Ironclad, Hardy and Thick And Want Some Extra Physical Protection, or if you're not too satisfied with your physical resistance. Remember, however, that resistance is 660 and 1% mitigation. Thick skin: Reduces damage taken from damage over time effects X%. Great star to reduce taking away magical and physical DOTs like
pvP and PvE. The number of points here varies from person to person, but I recommend investing a good bit here as it is 25% star and scales well. My builds are usually usually 40 points here. Hardy: Reduces physical, poisonous and disease damage by X%. Great for reducing damage taken from physical sources, but not to scale best only 15% of the star.
Personally, I'm spot on between 32-43 points here on my builds. I think less and your missing to benefit from these stars and more and you start to face too much diminishing profits. Elementary Protector: Reduces damage caused by flames, frost, shock and magical damage on X%. Great for reducing damage taken from magical sources, but not to scale
best only 15% of the star. Personally, I'm spot on between 32-43 points here on my builds. I think less and your missing to benefit from these stars and more and you start to face too much diminishing profits. Lord Famous Stars to Unlock: Field Doctor (Rating 10): While you resurrect another player, your damage done decreases by 15%. Heavy Armor
Focus: Increases your physical X resistance while wearing 5 pieces of heavy armor. Personally not the biggest fan of this star, I feel like you get superb mitigation damage from percentage sources such as Ironclad, Thick And Hardy, especially since you have a lot of resistance from being in heavy armor. You can post some points here though, if you have
extra points and you've achieved a reduced profit on Ironclad, Hardy and Thick And Want Some Extra Physical Protection, or if you're not too satisfied with your physical resistance. Remember, however, that resistance is 660 and 1% mitigation. Bastion: Increases the efficiency of your damage shields by X%. If you use shields in your build, it's a must-have
star because it gives a massive increase in the size of the shield. The more shields you have in your build or the more you rely on them, the more points I would like to place here. Expert Defender: Reduces damage from light and heavy X attacks. Not the most useful star at the moment, but will see a lot more relevance come Summerset with buffs on light
attacks. Fast Recovery: Increases the healing received by X%. This star is similar to the Blessed, but only the effects of incoming healing. This star doesn't scale that well either to be only 15% star. The only time I recommend putting a point here is if you feel you have extra points leftovers and can increase the healing got by not losing too much resistance or
percentage mitigation. It is also a good star to help you get a field doctor if you don't have shields. Green CP Tower Bashing Focus: Reduces bash cost by X%. A good star for sword and board users who find themselves bashing a lot. Other stars in my opinion give a great benefit, but it's a decent CP landfill if you find yourself bash-weaving a lot or there's an
extra remnant of CP. Sprinter: Reduces the cost of sprinting by X%. X%. very good and does not require a lot of points to see much use. If you sprint a good amount, it's definitely worth the investment. Siphoner: When you do damage with a light or heavy attack, you reduce the health of the enemy, Magicka and Stamina resource recovery and recovery on
X% within 3 seconds. PvP is only CP, this star is strong and hurts your enemies resource to maintain a good bit. Personally, I don't invest points here because I like to focus on my own resources and stats, but if you have extra points left and don't need extra support, feel free to put a point here and tilt your enemies into oblivion. Warlord: Reduces break free
by X%. Everyone can see the benefits of it; Everyone uses break for free and can benefit from it costing less. Personally, I put here at least 40 points, but most often put at least 56. Mooncalf Lover: Increases Stamina's recovery by X%. Great star if you need to increase endurance recovery. When determining how many points to put here, I base it off my
non-good recovery. If I have a good bit of recovery, putting a point here will give a big benefit, since you increase a larger number by a percentage. If you have less recovery at the basic level, increasing a small number by a high percentage will not yield as much additional recovery. You can put between 43-75 points here based on what you feel your build
requires and what your sources are recovering. Arkanist: Increases Magicka's recovery by X%. Great star if you need to increase your recovery magicka. When determining how many points to put here, I base it off my non-good recovery. If I have a good bit of recovery, putting a point here will give a big benefit, since you increase a larger number by a
percentage. If you have less recovery at the basic level, increasing a small number by a high percentage will not yield as much additional recovery. You can put between 43-75 points here based on what you feel your build requires and what your sources are recovering. Healthy: Increases your health recovery by X%. I personally never invest points here.
The only way I could see this star is worth it is if you use health recovery as the main defensive mechanic, otherwise it's not worth it. Perseverance: Increases Magicka and Stamina your fully charged heavy attacks to recover on X%. A great star for those who are hard at attacking a lot. Whether you weave a lot of heavy attacks into your rotation or find
yourself using heavyweights for resources to maintain a good bit, this is definitely worth the investment. Shadow Befoul: Increases the Effectiveness of Your Healing Powers X%. Stupidly a strong star if you have a source of defile/healing contraction in your build. This star goes all the way up to 55%, so if you have a fashion show source in your build, I'd like
to find a find put a point in that.  Stacking in this will just make the healing cut on enemies, especially in PvP, even stronger. Shadow: Reduces the cost of Sneak by X%. I don't think this star is that great if you play pure ganges build or RPing. I don't recommend investing points here. Shadow ward: reduces the cost of the block by X%. The main star for those
who hold the shield.  As a tank or DPS use the unit as a key source of mitigation in PvP, you are going to want to invest as many points as you can in this star.  If you don't tank or use a sword and shield, it may still be worth investing some points to reduce the cost of the unit for those key situations you need to block in. The more I use this CP star, the more I
like it.  Investing heavily in this for PvP as an assembly that doesn't block much is a good way to make sure you always have the stamina to avoid skills that you don't want to hit.  Even as an assembly that blocks a lot, investing points here is a good idea to get out of situations where the block just can't cut it. This is.
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